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BUILDING THE FUTURE OF BRAIN MAPPING

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
E11 Bio is making single-cell brain circuit mapping a routine and accessible part of every
neuroscientist’s toolbox. As a non-profit Focused Research Organization (FRO) supported by
the Schmidt Futures Network, we are bringing together exceptional scientists and engineers
together on a moonshot project to accelerate neuroscience (Fig. 1). The E11 Bio team pursues
blue-skies research in an intellectually stimulating and collaborative environment rivalling
the best universities, receives industry-competitive compensation and benefits, and operates
as a tight-knit, fast-moving, mission-driven organization with a culture akin to the best
startups. At E11 Bio, we don’t chase incremental papers or product launches: we are
generously shielded from counterproductive academic and commercial incentives, with five
years of funding and security to pursue radical technology development. We practice open
and accessible science in order to maximize public benefit, and engage in careful
post-project transition planning to build long-term career capital for the team and ensure the
completed moonshot is effectively deployed and disseminated. Always hungry for talent of all
stripes, E11 Bio is building the future of brain mapping in Alameda, California.
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VISION
E11 Bio will transform neuroscience by making brain mapping an open and accessible tool in
every neuroscientist’s toolbox. Drawing inspiration from the revolution in genomics, we
envision an open and extensible technology platform for single-cell brain circuit mapping,
one as accessible to every neuroscientist tomorrow as DNA sequencing is to biologists today.
This radical transformation will lead to new treatments for brain disorders, new experimental
paradigms, and new applications in brain-inspired computing -- and in the long run, it will be
foundational for brain mapping at the hundred-billion neuron scale (i.e. E11 scale) of human
beings.

OPPORTUNITY
Changes in the connectivity, gene expression, and protein content of brain cells are
implicated in all major brain disorders, burdening one in eight people worldwide. Yet in
contrast to rapidly advancing disease areas such as cancer treatment, which benefits from an
emerging toolbox of sequencing-based measurements, there are no comparable
technologies for systematic and unified measurement of disease-relevant connectomic,
transcriptomic, and proteomic architecture in the brain. Accessible single-cell brain circuit
mapping technology will transform the capabilities of clinical neuroscientists, leading to new
assays that will help diagnose some of the most intractable neurological and
neuropsychiatric disorders. In the hands of fundamental neuroscientists who will remain
thirsty for data beyond the first mouse connectome, it will enable routine and accessible
studies of connectivity and molecular composition in mammals, and open the door to scaling
beyond rodent brains. And in the hands of engineers, it will herald biologically-inspired
computing applications, including low-power machine learning architectures modelled on
brain anatomy.

MISSION
E11 Bio is on a five-year mission to create and widely deploy new technology revealing
full-stack neural architecture in mammals. From single-cell connectivity across brain areas to
therapeutically relevant molecules within intact circuits, our technology will empower the
greater neuroscience community to discover transformative brain therapeutics, explore
fundamental neuroscience, and build new computing frameworks. Our mission goals -- from
early technology development inside the laboratory to late-stage dissemination throughout
the community -- are ambitious, selected through systematic first-principles roadmapping,
and supported by five years of generous funding. Above all, public benefit is paramount, and
mission success means enabling community-driven transformation in how we do
neuroscience, supported by our commitment to open and accessible science.

ORGANIZATION
E11 Bio is a non-profit Focused Research Organization (FRO), part of Convergent Research
and supported by the Schmidt Futures Network. We draw on the very best parts of academia,
industry, and government agencies while avoiding their most prominent
performance-limiting aspects. These organizing principles let us take on bold and important
projects such as accessible brain circuit mapping, which requires scale and coordination
beyond the reach of academia and is not yet monetizable by industry. We empower top
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talent through a nimble, startup-like culture, connecting them with the resources they need
and getting out of their way. The key to our strategy is our post-project transition planning,
modelled on DARPA, a government agency which laid the groundwork for a large
cross-section of modern technology, from the internet to mRNA vaccines. Like DARPA, we
hold — from day one — ongoing conversations with partner organizations across academia,
industry, and government agencies. This allows us to better understand user needs, address
risk, receive feedback, and establish deployment routes for our technology. At E11 Bio, we
know that the team is as essential as the technology, and we involve every team member in
the transition planning process, actively supporting efforts to build career capital and
establish extra-organizational relationships to better deploy their work into the wider world
without the pressure of incremental publication or product release cycles.

TEAM
E11 Bio is a world-class team of scientists and engineers, bringing together cutting-edge
advances from synthetic biology, microscopy, sequencing, robotics, machine learning, and
more. Our CEO, Todd Huffman, has led companies or DARPA teams in biotechnology,
neuroscience, geospatial information, communications, finance, and global stability, and has
led or co-led the deployment of over $220 million in advanced science and technology
development. Our CSO, Andrew Payne, developed a disruptive approach to automated
massively multiplexed fluorescence microscopy, scaling from four colors to four billion colors
over four years (Payne et al., Science, 2021). Our strategy is honed by an exceptional scientific
advisory board consisting of world experts in synthetic biology, optical microscopy, and
neuroscience hailing from Harvard, MIT, the Allen Institute, and DARPA. E11 Bio is embedded
in an impact-driven philanthropic ecosystem backed by the Schmidt Futures Network. We
are particularly interested in individuals with experience in the following areas:

● Cellular barcoding, to use methods rooted in molecular biology and viral delivery for
uniquely labelling neurons at the scale of mammalian brains.

● Super-resolution microscopy, to develop state-of-the-art super-resolution imaging
methods based on combining hydrogel chemistry and cutting-edge microscopy for
robust detection of synaptic connectivity.

● Spatial ‘omics, for optical readout of neural circuit multi-omic architecture, cutting
across connectomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics

● Connectomic and/or spatial ‘omic data analysis, to build cutting-edge data science
platforms for analyzing neural circuit architecture, cutting across connectomics,
transcriptomics, and proteomics.

We are also always looking for talented and ambitious scientists, engineers, developers,
technicians, entrepreneurs, hackers, mavericks, thinkers and doers of all stripes to join the E11
team.

TECHNOLOGY
How can brain mapping become a universal tool in every neuroscientist’s toolbox? At E11 Bio,
we envision an open and accessible technology for single-cell Brain Circuit Architecture
Mapping (BrainCAM). BrainCAM features scalable mammalian connectivity mapping with
single cell precision and molecular detail, complementing current electron microscopy
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approaches prioritizing fine-grained anatomy, and MRI-based approaches mapping the
ensemble properties of many cells. The following capabilities, implemented by our BrainCAM
platform, will offer new experimental paradigms with enhanced translational and
commercial applicability to ultimately improve human health.

Capability #1: Synaptic connectivity mapping in mammalian brains
To enable brain-wide connectomics beyond drosophila for every neuroscientist, BrainCAM
will drop the time and cost of mapping brain architecture by orders of magnitude, allowing
scientists to ask not “how will we map a single mouse connectome” but rather “how will we
use connectomics as a routine tool in our neuroscience toolbox?” Using optical approaches,
BrainCAM will enable scalable connectivity mapping in mammalian brains through joint
analysis of morphology (Fig. 2A) and molecular content (Fig 2B). Further, our approach has
the potential for ongoing rapid improvements once established, with potential long-run
improvements of more than 1000-fold enabling routine E11-scale connectomics.

Capability #2: Long-range connectivity mapping across brain areas
A single axon in the brain can span many centimeters, and can shrink to < 100 nanometers in
diameter in places, meaning that long-range axons are hard to trace and acquisition volumes
can become intractable. Yet much of the brain’s core architecture may lie in its organization
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of so-called “synapto-projectomes”: patterns of long-range yet highly precise synaptic wiring.
By utilizing cellular barcoding methods rooted in synthetic biology, BrainCAM maps synaptic
connectivity across targeted brain areas, bridging spatial gaps without needing to trace
intervening long-range axonal wiring directly (Fig 2C). This drives additional improvements in
speed and cost (as many experiments do not benefit from tracing the intervening wiring)
and in the long run opens the door to scaling beyond rodent brains.

Capability #3: Mapping molecular information inside intact circuits
For inferring synaptic function, understanding diseases, or developing drugs, it is crucial to
link molecular properties, such as the neurotransmitter receptors targeted by most
neuropsychiatric drugs, to circuit properties, i.e., how these receptors are organized in the
context of an anatomical brain circuit. By integrating state-of-the-art methods from spatial
transcriptomics and proteomics in tandem with circuit mapping, BrainCAM can acquire
functionally and clinically relevant maps of molecular information inside intact neural circuits,
allowing function to be correlated with structure (Fig 2D).

WHY NOW?
We are on the cusp of a revolution in neuroscience, and now is a critical time to create
technology pipelines for faster/cheaper/richer, more robust, and more translationally relevant
brain mapping, due to the upcoming launch of large-scale government investments in
mammalian circuit connectivity data acquisition, such as those currently in discussion
between the NIH and the Department of Energy towards a BRAIN initiative transformative
project. While a first target for complementary efforts may be a dense structural connectome
of a mouse brain using current technologies, we also have an opportunity to push radically
transformative technology development up front to create the methods that will enable
scalable mammalian connectivity mapping, scale beyond rodent brains towards long-range
circuits spanning across primate and ultimately human brains, and enable enhanced
translational and commercial applicability that can seed an industry around these
approaches to brain mapping. This would create an ecosystem for brain mapping technology,
in the same way that the Human Genome Project and subsequent technology focused
investments launched the next-generation sequencing ecosystem. Fortunately, new
chemical and optical technologies have come online in the past few years, enabling such a
disruptive approach. The E11 Bio team is a new generation of researchers trained in these
methods, motivated to develop a transformational approach to analysis of the brain.

GET INVOLVED
We are recruiting for outstanding talent of all kinds and encourage readers passionate about
brain mapping and accelerating neuroscience to get in touch. E11 Bio is a unique opportunity
for ambitious individuals who are questioning the traditional academic or commercial
incentive structures and searching for a high-risk, high-reward opportunity to make a real
difference in neuroscience. We offer excellent salary and benefits, generous time off and paid
holidays, excellent medical, dental, and vision insurance, parental leave, and an opportunity to
change the world while working with some of the most talented and collaborative experts
across fields. Ambitious individuals who want to punch above their weight and deploy
resources at scale are particularly encouraged to reach out. E11 Bio is building the future of
brain mapping in Alameda, California.
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